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Abstract 12 
Smooth pursuit eye movements (pursuit) are used to minimize the retinal motion of 13 
moving objects. During pursuit, the pattern of motion on the retina carries not only 14 
information about the object movement, but also re-afferent information about the eye 15 
movement itself. The latter arises from the retinal flow of the stationary world in the 16 
direction opposite to the eye movement. To extract the global direction of motion of the 17 
tracked object and stationary world, the visual system needs to integrate ambiguous 18 
local motion measurements (i.e., the aperture problem). Unlike the tracked object, the 19 
stationary world's global motion is entirely determined by the eye movement and thus 20 
can be approximately derived from motor commands sent to the eye (i.e., from an 21 
efference copy). Because retinal motion opposite to the eye movement is dominant 22 
during pursuit, different motion integration mechanisms might be used for retinal motion 23 
in the same direction and opposite to pursuit. To investigate motion integration during 24 
pursuit, we tested direction discrimination of a brief change in global object motion. The 25 
global motion stimulus was a circular array of small static apertures within which one-26 
dimensional gratings moved. We found increased coherence thresholds and a 27 
qualitatively different reflexive ocular tracking for global motion opposite to pursuit. Both 28 
effects suggest reduced sampling of motion opposite to pursuit, which results in an 29 
impaired ability to extract coherence in motion signals in the re-afferent direction. We 30 
suggest that anisotropic motion integration is an adaptation to asymmetric retinal motion 31 
patterns experienced during pursuit eye movements. 32 
New & Noteworthy 33 
This study provides a new understanding of how the visual system achieves coherent 34 
perception of an object’s motion while the eyes themselves are moving. The visual 35 
system integrates local motion measurements to create a coherent percept of object 36 
motion. An analysis of perceptual judgments and reflexive eye movements to a brief 37 
change in an object’s global motion, confirms that the visual and oculomotor systems 38 
pick fewer samples to extract global motion opposite to the eye 39 
Introduction 40 
When tracking a moving object, smooth pursuit eye movements (pursuit for short) are 41 
used to reduce motion blur by minimizing the object movement on the retina. Much 42 
research on how object motion is perceived during pursuit considers how the visual 43 
system extracts an accurate representation of the direction of motion.  44 
The direction of an object’s motion is represented at an early stage of visual processing 45 
by motion sensors, e.g. neurons along the motion processing pathway that are only 46 
receptive to a small part of the visual field. At the local level contours are one-47 
dimensional, meaning that their direction of motion becomes ambiguous (Figure 1a)— 48 
this is referred to as the aperture problem (Wallach 1935; Masson 2004). The aperture 49 
problem implies the need to integrate motion signals across space to determine an 50 
object’s speed and direction. During fixation, the aperture problem can be perceptually 51 
solved even when the 1D motion signals emanating from a rigidly translating object 52 
have different orientations and locations in space (Figure 1b-c), resulting in a coherent 53 
motion percept (Mingolla et al. 1992; Lorenceau 1998; Amano et al. 2009). Previous 54 
research comparing motion coherence during pursuit and fixation indicates a perceptual 55 
bias during pursuit towards attributing the eye-movement induced (re-afferent) motion to 56 
a single coherent object, even when the stimulation is equally compatible with a two-57 
object interpretation (Hafed and Krauzlis 2006). However, this bias could reflect 58 
perceptual priors about the stability of the world during eye movements (Wexler et al. 59 
2001) rather than the ability to integrate motion and solve the aperture problem during 60 
pursuit.  61 
Several lines of evidence suggest that motion integration during pursuit is in general 62 
unlike motion integration during fixation. James Gibson noted that the optical pattern of 63 
movement that stimulates the eye also carries information about the world and about 64 
the observer’s own movements, making vision a proprioceptive sense (Gibson et al. 65 
1957). During pursuit, the stationary world moves on the retina in the direction opposite 66 
to the eye and therefore carries proprioceptive information about eye speed and 67 
direction. The re-afferent motion information can be used to supplement extra-retinal 68 
information about eye movements, such as that derived by a corollary discharge of the 69 
motor command (Haarmeier et al. 2001). In sum, there is a fundamental directional 70 
asymmetry whereby retinal motion opposite to pursuit may provide proprioceptive 71 
information whereas retinal motion in the direction of motion does not. Therefore, 72 
motion information could be sampled and integrated differently depending on its 73 
direction relative to the eye movement.  74 
Asymmetries in the processing of motion during pursuit have been previously tested by 75 
injecting a brief motion pulse into a structured background. Those studies have tended 76 
to find symmetrical perceptual and eye movement responses (e.g. Spering and 77 
Gegenfurtner 2007; Miura et al. 2009) when the background stimulus moves with the 78 
target before the target motion is injected. Asymmetries are only found when the motion 79 
is injected on a stationary background. In that case, eye movements towards 80 
background motion opposite to pursuit are suppressed compared to those in the 81 
direction of the pursuit (e.g. Lindner and Ilg 2006). This suppressive effect could be 82 
explained by rapid adaptation to re-afferent background motion (Miura et al. 2009). 83 
Therefore, the processing of simple motion signals is symmetrical when the stimulation 84 
history is symmetrical. Yet, the possibility remains that the integration of motion signals 85 
is asymmetrical during pursuit, reflecting the different computations needed to extract 86 
proprioceptive information about the eye movement from re-afferent motion opposite to 87 
pursuit and those required to extract object movement. We will explore this possibility in 88 
the present contribution.  89 
Monkey physiology gives further reasons to suspect anisotropic integration of motion 90 
signals during pursuit. Neurons in MT and MST show suppression for motion opposite 91 
to pursuit when tested with random-dot kinematograms, in addition to changes in motion 92 
tuning that indicate encoding of motion along a continuum from world to retinal 93 
coordinates. Units in MT and MST could form successive stages of integration of V1 94 
motion information. Most MT units encode local motion (Rust et al. 2006; Majaj et al. 95 
2007), whereas units in MST integrate MT outputs to extract object velocity (Mineault et 96 
al. 2012; Khawaja et al. 2013). MT and MST provide the primary visual input driving 97 
pursuit eye movements  and motion perception (Newsome et al. 1985). Therefore, there 98 
are theoretical (object and background motion signals being most often asymmetrically 99 
distributed during pursuit) and empirical grounds to expect direction-dependent motion 100 
integration during pursuit eye movements. 101 
Here, we tested motion integration during smooth pursuit eye movements by using a 102 
global motion stimulus composed of low contrast gratings moving behind small 103 
’apertures’ (Figure 1b), formed by two-dimensional Gaussian contrast envelopes. The 104 
aperture’s shape or position on the retina did not change as observers tracked or fixated 105 
it. The multi-aperture Gabor array allowed us to investigate motion integration 106 
independently of stimulus shape and position. By this means, we uncovered a new 107 
asymmetry in motion computations during smooth pursuit eye movements that can be 108 
explained by an impaired ability to extract coherent motion in the direction opposite to 109 
pursuit (i.e., in the re-afferent direction). 110 
Experimental procedures 111 
Six undergraduate students from the University of Geneva and one of the authors (DS) 112 
(18 to 33 years old) took part in Experiment 1. Experiments 2-3 were carried out at the 113 
University of Leicester; 7 undergraduate students took part (18-25 years old) in 114 
Experiment 2 and 11 (18-26 years old) in Experiment 3. They were paid £6 for each 115 
session (CHF 20 in Geneva) or received course credit. Participants gave informed 116 
written consent to participate prior to the experiments. They reported normal or 117 
corrected to normal vision at the viewing distance and were naïve regarding the 118 
hypothesis of the experiment. The experimental procedure was approved by the Ethics 119 
Committee of the Faculté de Psychologie et des Sciences de l’Education of the 120 
University of Geneva and the School of Psychology at the University of Leicester. 121 
In Experiment 1, stimuli were displayed on a NEC MultiSync CRT screen (1280 x 1024 122 
pixels at 75 Hz) at 66 cm from the observer, whose head was held by a chin and front 123 
rest. Spatial resolution was 26 pixels per degree of visual angle (deg). In Experiments 2-124 
3 stimuli were displayed on a HP P1130 CRT screen (1280 x 1024 pixels at 85 Hz), 61 125 
cm from the observer. The right eye position was tracked at 1000 Hz by a video-based 126 
eyetracker (Eyelink 1000, SR Research Ltd, Osgoode, Ontario, Canada). The visual 127 
stimulation was created with the Psychophysics toolbox PB-3 on MATLAB (Brainard 128 
1997; Kleiner et al. 2007). We used a look-up table to linearize the screen gamma. 129 
Visual stimulation 130 
The multiple-aperture Gabor array (Amano et al. 2009) shown in Figure 1b was 131 
composed of a grid of 744 Gabors patches displayed within two notional concentric 132 
circles around a 0.3 deg fixation point. The inner circle had a 3 deg radius and the outer 133 
circle a 10 deg radius. Individual Gabor patches occupied 52 x 52 pixels (1 x 1 deg). To 134 
fit the screen size in Experiments 2-3 the global array size was 60% of the original 135 
display size. Initially, each patch was assigned a random phase and orientation, a 136 
spatial frequency of 2 cycles per degree, a space constant of 0.2 deg and 20% 137 
Michelson contrast. Background luminance was 27.8 cd/m2. 138 
At the beginning of a trial the fixation point was brightened for 50 ms (going from 0.3 to 139 
4.2 cd/m2), providing a warning signal that 1.7 s later a global motion change would be 140 
displayed for 0.2 s. This warning was necessary to avoid differences in stimulus 141 
expectation in fixation and pursuit trials. The circular display continued moving across 142 
the screen for another 0.5 s. The stimulus is shown at different coherence levels in 143 
Movies 1-4 (https://leicester.figshare.com/s/b74c1a82e90ca531ff3e). 144 
Figure 1c illustrates how the drift speed was assigned to signal and noise patches to 145 
generate coherent motion by integration across space and orientations (Amano et al. 146 
2009). A geometric regularity specifies the relation between global motion of an object 147 
behind apertures (i.e. the unique direction of motion of a rigid object, as illustrated in 148 
Figure 1a) and the norm of a motion vector orthogonal to the 1-D contour (1-D motion). 149 
In velocity space, normal motion vectors consistent with a given global motion 150 
interpretation are located on a circle whose orientation and diameter are determined by 151 
the global motion vector, meaning that local drift speed 𝑣  is a function of the 152 
difference between orthogonal 𝜃  and global motion 𝜃   angular directions, scaled by 153 
global motion speed 𝑣 : 154 𝜈 = 𝑣 cos 𝜃 − 𝜃  155 
To manipulate coherence in Exp. 1-3 we varied the signal to noise ratio. Signal patches 156 
had a drift speed corresponding to a single global motion direction. Noise patches had a 157 
random drifting speed, drawn from a uniform distribution, ranging from -2 to 2 deg/sec 158 
(Figure 2c). 159 
Eye movement condition 160 
Eye movement conditions in Experiment 1 are illustrated in Figure 1d and Figure 2a. In 161 
the fixation condition, the Gabor array and fixation point remained at the center of the 162 
screen. In the pursuit condition, the Gabor array and the fixation dot moved horizontally 163 
across the screen, its starting position being randomly chosen to be 6 deg left or right of 164 
the screen center. For one second the dot remained at the same peripheral location to 165 
allow fixation before the pursuit target motion started. Then the Gabor array and the 166 
fixation dot moved at 5.72 deg/sec for 1.4 s through the screen center, covering a total 167 
distance of 12 deg. Carrier motion was displayed in the middle of this trajectory. 168 
Procedure 169 
Perception and eye movements (Experiment 1) 170 
In five sessions, observers performed a two-alternative forced choice task, where they 171 
needed to report whether the global carrier motion (+/-2 deg/sec) direction was above 172 
(+10°) or below (-10°; cf. Figure 2b-c) horizontal. Eye movement conditions (pursuit and 173 
fixation) were alternated in 6 blocks within a session. An additional 5 trials for each eye 174 
movement condition at the start of each session served as training. Pursuit blocks had 175 
96 trials, 8 (coherence levels) x 2 (motion in the same or opposite direction to pursuit) x 176 
6 (repetitions), while fixation blocks had 48 trials (8 coherence levels x 6 repetitions), 177 
giving 432 trials per session. This meant that there were at best 91 trials per stimulus 178 
level for fitting psychometric functions. Coherence level and motion direction (same or 179 
opposite) relative to pursuit (in pursuit trials) were randomized during a block. Target 180 
direction was randomly assigned to leftward or rightward. Observers responded and 181 
controlled the pace of the experiment by pressing designated keyboard keys. They were 182 
given auditory feedback (a brief tone) for incorrect trials. They were also given textual 183 
feedback at the screen center when there was a blink during the brief global motion 184 
burst or when pursuit gain (eye velocity / target velocity) was lower than 0.8. We used 185 
the method of constant stimuli to derive psychometric functions, with eight nominal 186 
coherence levels, representing the ratio of signal to signal plus noise: 0 (baseline), 0.14, 187 
0.29, 0.43, 0.57, 0.71, 0.86 and 1.00. 188 
Eye movements to uniformly and randomly oriented patterns (Experiment 2) 189 
We tested the effect of global motion type, coherence, and direction relative to pursuit 190 
on reflexive eye movements by using the same stimulus velocities as in Experiment 1, 191 
but without any vertical component being added to the horizontal global motion, since 192 
no perceptual judgements were collected. We tested two types of Gabor arrays. Arrays 193 
were composed of randomly oriented gratings (as in Experiment 1) or vertically oriented 194 
gratings (uniform condition). We presented five levels of coherence: 0 (baseline), 0.25, 195 
0.50, 0.75 and 1.0. We had 48 repetitions for each condition, with a total of 960 196 
interleaved trials split over two 30 mn sessions, corresponding to 2 (uniform or random) 197 
x 5 (coherence levels) x 2 (motion in the same or opposite direction to pursuit) x 48 198 
(repetitions).  199 
Eye movement with different target velocities (Experiment 3) 200 
We used the same stimulus as in Experiment 1, without any vertical component being 201 
added to the horizontal global motion. We tested the effect of target velocity and global 202 
motion direction on reflexive eye movements to 100% coherent global motion. Target 203 
velocity (2.54, 4.44 or 6.34 deg/sec) and direction were interleaved, giving 360 trials (2 204 
directions x 3 velocities x 60 repetitions) tested in one session. 205 
Data analysis 206 
In order to detect saccadic episodes during pursuit, we used the pursuit settings in the 207 
EyeLink 1000 software. The velocity threshold was 22 deg/sec, to which the eye 208 
velocity average during the last 40 ms, up to 60 deg/sec, was added, combined with an 209 
acceleration threshold of 5000 deg/sec2. We avoided saccade contamination by 210 
discarding samples up to 25 ms before the saccade start and up to 40 ms after the 211 
saccade end. Velocity was derived by differentiating the position signal using a two-212 
point central difference method with a 20 ms step-size (Bahill and McDonald 1983). This 213 
velocity signal was further filtered by a low-pass Butterworth second-order filter, with a 214 
35 Hz cutoff frequency. We fitted a logistic function to the proportion correct 215 
performance as a function of coherence, which is equivalent to the signal to noise ratio, 216 𝑠: 217 𝑝(𝑠) = 0.5 + 0.5/(1 + exp(−(𝑧/𝑤)(𝑠 − 𝑚)))) 218 
In the equation above, the parameter 𝑚 represents the 75% threshold and the 219 
parameter, 𝑤 represents 90% of the interval width over which the function rises, and 𝑧 is 220 
a constant equal to 2 × log(9). We used the Psignifit 3 toolbox for implement the 221 
maximum likelihood fitting procedure and derive bootstrapped confidence intervals for 222 
the parameters (Fründ et al. 2011). 223 
Reflexive ocular tracking 224 
To analyzing eye movement responses to global motion, we inverted the sign of 225 
horizontal eye movements in leftward trials, meaning the data was averaged as if only 226 
rightward trials were present. To compare eye movements across pursuit and fixation 227 
conditions, we subtracted pursuit target velocity from eye velocity to obtain velocity error 228 
(VE, e.g. Figure 4). Therefore, we obtained positive values when the eye moved faster 229 
than the pursuit target and negative values when it was slower. 230 
The Naka-Rushton function was used to fit (absolute) peak responses over 50 ms 231 
averaging intervals as a function of coherence (signal-to-noise ratio) s, using the 232 
Nelder-Mead simplex algorithm (Matlab fminsearch) to minimize the sum of squared 233 
residuals (least-squares method): 234 
𝑅(𝑠) = 𝑅 ⋅ 𝑠𝑠 + 𝑆50  235 𝑅   is the asymptote, 𝑆50  indicates the function half-saturation and n is proportional 236 
to the slope at 𝑆50. 237 
Results 238 
We tested the ability to discriminate the direction of global motion depending on 239 
coherence and eye movement condition (Experiment 1). The global motion stimulus in 240 
pursuit and fixation conditions are shown in Figure 1b,d. A multiple-aperture grating 241 
array (Figure 1b) surrounded the fixation dot, which moved across the screen (pursuit 242 
condition) or remained stationary (fixation condition). Trial time-course and task are 243 
illustrated in Figure 2a-b In pursuit conditions (Figure 2a), the grating array moved with 244 
the pursuit target either leftward or rightward and gratings drifted within the apertures for 245 
200 ms in the middle of the trajectory. Observers had to judge the vertical component of 246 
global motion within the multiple apertures (cf. Movies 1-4, 247 
https://leicester.figshare.com/s/b74c1a82e90ca531ff3e). The participants’ two-alternative forced-248 
choice task (Figure 2b) was to discriminate between global motion directions that were 249 
above (+10°) or below (-10°) horizontal. The proportion of patches with a consistent 250 
direction of motion (signal patches) was varied across trials to derive psychometric 251 
functions. Global motion drift-speed was always ± 2 deg/sec (e.g. Figure 2c) relative to 252 
the target speed of 5.72 deg/sec. Our main interest was to compare the ability to 253 
integrate motion opposite to and in the direction of pursuit eye movements. While the 254 
most straightforward task would be to ask for judgments of horizontal motion direction, a 255 
preliminary study showed that a nominally 0% coherent stimulus appeared to move 256 
opposite to pursuit in some participants (see also Terao et al. 2015). Discriminating 257 
between vertical components of motion avoided this issue. 258 
Psychometric data 259 
Figure 3a shows psychometric functions for three main conditions in a typical subject: 260 
Fixation, global motion opposite to pursuit (opposite motion condition) and global motion 261 
in the same direction as pursuit (same motion condition). On average, opposite motion 262 
yielded higher discrimination thresholds, as defined by the coherence level giving 75% 263 
correct performance (Figure 3b). Thresholds were at 51% coherence for opposite 264 
motion, 42% for same motion, and 32% for fixation. The slopes of the psychometric 265 
functions (Figure 3b) were also shallower for opposite motion, confirming poorer ability 266 
to discriminate. Paired t-tests indicate a significant increase of thresholds for opposite 267 
compared to fixation (t(6 )= 4.79, p = .003) or same (t(6) = 4.26, p = .005), as well as 268 
shallower slopes for opposite compared to fixation (1.68 vs 2.25, t(6) = 5.38, p = .0016) 269 
or same (1.68 vs 2.30, t(6) = 2.78, p = .032). Performance with same motion direction 270 
was more similar to fixation, with slopes not statistically significantly different (p > .84), 271 
but significantly worse thresholds (t(6) = 3.34, p = .015). We generated an individual 272 
Suppression Index by subtracting the fixation threshold from the pursuit threshold and 273 
dividing the result by the fixation threshold, such that positive values indicate the 274 
deterioration of perceptual performance with pursuit. In Figure 3c-d we plotted the 275 
Suppression Index in opposite against same conditions, demonstrating that most 276 
subjects show a less effective discrimination of global motion direction when it was 277 
opposite to the eye movement. 278 
Oculometric data 279 
We looked for reflexive responses to global motion as a complementary way to 280 
understand global motion processing (e.g. Masson 2004). Eye movements in the 281 
direction of global motion are shown for a typical subject in Figure 4a and for the group 282 
average in Figure 4b. When comparing responses to 100% coherent global motion we 283 
observed different responses depending on the eye movement condition. The response 284 
was weaker during fixation compared to pursuit conditions, in line with the literature 285 
indicating increased visuomotor gain during pursuit. More surprisingly, responses to 286 
opposite and same direction of global motion were qualitatively different. Opposite 287 
motion yielded a larger velocity error, which was more protracted and peaked later than 288 
same direction motion. The maximal opposite motion response was about 50% 289 
(average of -1.1 deg/sec for a 100% signal) of global motion velocity (2 deg/sec); and 290 
close to 20% of the pursuit target velocity (5.72 deg/sec). The response was very 291 
systematic within and across subjects and typical of reflexive eye movements, such as 292 
ocular following (Kodaka et al. 2004). 293 
Figure 4c shows the effect of coherence on the peak response. In this plot, the eye 294 
velocity was averaged over a 50 ms window centered on the peak observed with a 295 
100% signal (red and green horizontal lines in Figure 4b). We see a clear increase in 296 
response with coherence in all conditions, but the comparison between conditions is 297 
made difficult by differences in velocity error at 0% coherence in pursuit and fixation 298 
conditions, given that pursuit gain was a typical 0.95 (eye velocity / target velocity). 299 
Therefore, Figure 4d shows the peak response relative to the 0% coherence velocity 300 
error. The sign of opposite motion responses was flipped for comparison. 301 
The effect of signal coherence on the peak response in Figure 4d shows a qualitatively 302 
different response pattern in opposite and same direction conditions. In the same and 303 
fixation conditions, responses saturate at low signal coherence (around 20-40% 304 
coherence). In contrast, responses opposite to pursuit increased linearly with stimulus 305 
coherence up to 100% coherence. This latter pattern has not been previously observed, 306 
whereas the difference in magnitude between pursuit and fixation responses can be 307 
explained by a well-known increase in the visuomotor gain during pursuit compared to 308 
fixation (Schwartz and Lisberger 1994). 309 
To quantify the relationship between coherence and peak response, we fit a Naka-310 
Rushton function (cf. Methods section). This function is often found to fit neural 311 
(Albrecht and Hamilton 1982) and ocular responses (Masson et al. 2000) as a function 312 
of stimulus contrast. We had no other theoretical reason to employ it, other that it 313 
provided a good fit to the data (R2, opposite: 0.97, same: 0.98, fixation: 0.89).  We also 314 
fit the function to individual data, with a good correspondence to the group average fits 315 
for the pursuit conditions. Goodness of fit was high in pursuit conditions (M [95% C.I.]; 316 
opposite: .86 [.74, .97], same: 0.77 [.68, .86]), but less so in the fixation conditions, 317 
given weaker responses relative to eye movement variability (fixation: 0.45 [0.08, 0.83]). 318 
In agreement with the group average, the asymptotic response parameter ( 𝑅𝑚𝑎𝑥) was 319 
significantly higher in the opposite compared to the same direction condition (1.26 320 
deg/sec [0.87, 1.66] vs. 0.47 deg/sec [0.29, 0.64], t(6) = 5.59, p = .0014) and the fixation 321 
condition (0.16 deg/sec [0.07, 0.25], t(6) = 6.611, p = .0005). The function half-322 
saturation parameter ( 𝑆50) was significantly higher in the opposite compared to same 323 
condition (0.82 [0.62, 1.03] vs. 0.24 [0.16, 0.31], t(6) = 7.259, p = .00034), but not 324 
compared to the fixation condition given high variability for this parameter in the fixation 325 
condition (0.46 [0.15, 0.76]). Same and fixation parameters were not significantly 326 
different, possibly for the same reason. The best fitting n parameter in the group 327 
average was used to constrain the Naka-Rushton fits (opposite: 2.17, same: 2.68, 328 
fixation: 10). In summary, when the target was fixed or when it was moving in the same 329 
direction as global motion, ocular tracking of global motion increased in velocity with 330 
motion coherence but saturated at about 0.1 and 0.4 deg/sec, whereas ocular tracking 331 
responses continued to increase linearly with coherence when global motion was 332 
opposite to the target motion. 333 
Finally, we confirmed that the peak latency was longer in opposite as compared to 334 
same conditions by bootstrapping (opposite: 210 ms [200, 229], same: 172 ms [162, 335 
184]), i.e. by re-sampling of individual traces with replacement (Efron and Tibshirani 336 
1994). Latencies in the fixation condition could not be reliably estimated, given the 337 
weakness of the response. 338 
Although our primary intention was to investigate asymmetries in eye movement 339 
responses to global motion in the horizontal direction, we also analyzed vertical eye 340 
movements in the direction of the much smaller vertical component of motion. For 341 
comparison, the horizontal eye movement component was 1.97 deg/sec whereas the 342 
vertical component was 0.35 deg/sec. We averaged upward and downward responses 343 
by flipping the velocity error sign in downward conditions. Figure 5a shows the 0% and 344 
100% coherence levels and suggests that there was indeed a small vertical eye 345 
movement component. Figure 5b shows the average response for all levels of 346 
coherence relative to the 0% coherence baseline. We used the averaging intervals 347 
centered around horizontal peak velocity, since the vertical response was too weak to 348 
yield a reliable peak. We did not fit a Naka-Rushton function for the same reasons. 349 
Vertical eye movements in the same and fixation conditions followed the vertical 350 
stimulus motion (same horizontal motion: 0.07 deg/sec [0.02, 0.12], fixation: 0.09 351 
deg/sec [0.04, 0.14]). In contrast, vertical eye movements tended to be opposite to 352 
vertical stimulus motion when horizontal stimulus motion was opposite to pursuit 353 
(opposite horizontal motion: -0.04 deg/sec [-0.1, 0.0]). A repeated-measure ANOVA 354 
tested the effect of coherence (without the 0% baseline) and eye movement condition 355 
on the vertical error. Eye movement condition was the only statistically significant effect, 356 
F(2, 12)=14.56, p<.0001, suggesting that velocity errors were higher in the fixation and 357 
same direction conditions compared to the opposite motion condition (all other effects 358 
ps > .75).  359 
We wondered whether poorer perceptual performance with opposite compared to same 360 
global motion arises because of a greater velocity error. However, we found no 361 
evidence for a positive or negative correlation between perceptual thresholds and peak 362 
eye movement response, r(6) = -0.13, n.s. (Figure 6a). It could also be that movement 363 
variability (i.e. jitter) was higher in one of the conditions and this could explain 364 
deteriorated perceptual performance. However, eye movement variability and 365 
perceptual performance were also uncorrelated, r(6) = -0.004 (Figure 6b). Therefore, 366 
differences in perceptual performance across eye movement conditions could not be 367 
accounted for by velocity error (retinal slip) or jitter during the presentation of the motion 368 
stimulus. 369 
Effect of array type on eye movements 370 
Reflexive responses to background motion during pursuit can be determined by feature-371 
attention, as shown by reflexive tracking of motion in the background when a specific 372 
color and motion direction is attended and motion is balanced (Souto and Kerzel 2014). 373 
Therefore, the reflexive eye movement effects we observed may be due to the active 374 
nature of the task, where observers need to process information in the background to 375 
report global motion. In two additional experiments, we asked observers to track the 376 
black dot but disregard the surrounding motion altogether. 377 
Additionally, we asked whether asymmetric motion integration is specific to the stimulus. 378 
With randomly oriented gratings, a robust solution to the aperture problem is obtained 379 
by a specialized motion integration mechanism, such as intersection of constraints 380 
(IOC) or the harmonic vector average (Johnston and Scarfe 2013). To examine the role 381 
played by global motion computation, we compared eye movements in response to 382 
motion carried by randomly oriented gratings (as in Experiment 1) to motion carried by 383 
uniformly oriented gratings. If the effect was specific to integration across orientations 384 
and space, we expect the asymmetry to vanish with uniform gratings because that type 385 
of integration is not necessary. Figure 7b shows that with randomly oriented gratings, 386 
we largely replicate the asymmetry between same and opposite motion. Critically, the 387 
asymmetry was also present for unidirectional motion (Figure 7d). However, the 388 
response to same direction motion was attenuated, whereas the response to opposite 389 
motion was shifted rightward. It is possible that unidirectional stimuli with low coherence 390 
elicited tracking responses against the global motion direction, as if they caused 391 
induced movement of the fixation dot, but we lacked statistical power to test this.  392 
Because the data were noisier, we obtained bootstrapped 95% confidence intervals by 393 
re-sampling individual fit residuals for the Naka-Rushton fits, instead of deriving them 394 
from individual fits. Table 1 shows that 𝑅𝑚𝑎𝑥 was significantly higher for the opposite 395 
direction, but not significantly different between random and unidirectional stimuli. A 396 
repeated measures three-way ANOVA on peak response velocity (excluding 0% 397 
coherence) confirmed significant effects of coherence, F(3,18) = 15.773, p < .0001, an 398 
interaction between coherence and direction, F(3,18) = 6.812, p < .01, as peak 399 
responses at high coherence were larger for opposite than same direction. There was 400 
also a triple interaction between stimulus type (random vs. unidirectional), direction, and 401 
coherence, F(3,18) = 6.099, p = .0047, which could be explained by larger asymmetries 402 
in the unidirectional condition compared to the random condition. It seems clear that the 403 
eye movement anisotropy does not critically depend on attention to the global motion 404 
stimulus and that it is not specific to a specialized mechanism required by randomly 405 
oriented patterns. 406 
Latencies of the peak (with 100% coherent signals) depended again on the eye 407 
movement condition, as indicated by bootstrapped 95% confidence intervals (percentile 408 
method, resampling individuals’ average traces). The opposite condition peak occurred 409 
later (random: 246 ms [226, 278], unidirectional: 234 ms [215, 291]) than the same 410 
direction peak (random: 184 ms [178, 192], unidirectional: 176 ms [156, 187]). Stimulus 411 
type did not affect peak latencies. 412 
Effect of target velocity 413 
Finally, we explored how eye movements to global motion depend on target velocity. 414 
Possibly, the larger eye movement response to opposite- compared to same-direction 415 
motion stimuli arises from the earlier saturation of the eye movement response to same 416 
compared to opposite motion stimuli. A simple test is to examine the increase or 417 
decrease of responses with target velocity. We compared the opposite and same 418 
direction condition with three target velocities (2.5, 4.4 and 6.3 deg/sec), using the 419 
global motion stimulus with random orientation and 100% coherence. Because the 0% 420 
coherence condition was not included, we used target velocity as a rough baseline 421 
condition. As shown in Figure 8a,b, eye velocity increased similarly with increasing 422 
target velocity for same and opposite global motion, which is inconsistent with saturation 423 
as an explanation for the anisotropy. Further, we did not always find the peak velocity 424 
error to be larger with opposite compared to same direction motion (unlike in the 425 
previous experiments), which may reflect an inaccurate baseline or an effect of 426 
expectancy. Pre-trial expectancy was different in the present experiment because 427 
coherence was fixed whereas it varied randomly from trial to trial in the previous 428 
experiments. However, we replicated the temporal differences. Responses to opposite 429 
global motion were more protracted and occurred later than responses to same-430 
direction global motion.  431 
A repeated-measures ANOVA on the peak velocity error (Figure 8b) was carried out to 432 
confirm these observations. There was no effect of direction (p = .95), nor an interaction 433 
between direction and velocity (p = .26), but a simple effect of velocity, F(2,8) = 11.153, 434 
p < .001. Post-hoc t-tests showed that peak velocity error increased significantly from 435 
2.5 to 4.4 deg/sec target velocities (0.55 vs. 0.73 deg/sec), t(8) = 2.931, Bonferroni-436 
corrected p < .04, but not between 4.4 and 6.3 deg/sec, p = .09. Because there was no 437 
interaction with target velocity, there is little evidence for earlier response saturation with 438 
same than with opposite motion stimuli at higher target velocities. Further, we compared 439 
the latency of the peak velocity error by bootstrapped 95% confidence intervals. Peak 440 
velocity error occurred earlier for same-direction motion (179 ms [172-186] for slow, 167 441 
ms [157-182] ms for medium, 162 ms [153-171] for fast) than for opposite-direction 442 
motion (234 ms [223-251] for slow, 230 ms [212-253] for medium, 232 ms [216-274] for 443 
fast).  444 
Discussion 445 
In these experiments, we asked whether the extraction of an object’s global direction of 446 
motion (i.e., motion integration) depends on its motion direction relative to ongoing 447 
pursuit eye movements. We hypothesized that motion integration may reflect the 448 
dominance of retinal motion opposite to pursuit. Opposite retinal motion occurs naturally 449 
when the eyes are moving across a stationary background. We show that the 450 
integration of motion during pursuit is generally less efficient than during fixation, which 451 
is to be expected due to poorer stimulus stabilization. More importantly, perceptual 452 
judgements showed impaired motion integration for motion opposite to the direction of 453 
the eye movement compared to motion in the same direction. At the same time, pursuit 454 
eye movements were more strongly affected by opposite- than same-direction motion. 455 
Further, effects of opposite motion on eye movements occurred later and were more 456 
dependent upon the coherence of global motion than effects of motion in the same 457 
direction.  458 
Perception 459 
In humans, impaired coherence of motion signals opposite to pursuit has not previously 460 
been observed. However, this finding is consistent with previous literature, 461 
including monkey physiology, which shows that the activity of a proportion of neurons in 462 
MT and MST is suppressed when their preferred direction of motion is opposite to the 463 
direction of pursuit (Chukoskie and Movshon 2009). Those neurons could be 464 
responsible for integrating motion signals across space. Furthermore, when looking at 465 
temporal contrast sensitivity with single Gabor patches (i.e., one unit in our multiple-466 
aperture array), Schütz et al. (2007) showed reduced sensitivity for opposite motion 467 
signals. This result was ascribed to feature-attention directed to the target motion (which 468 
is typically in the direction of pursuit) spreading to same-direction motion signals. 469 
However, if reduced attention to opposite motion is equated with a drop in effective 470 
contrast, we should have observed better, and not worse, performance for opposite 471 
motion. Takeuchi (1998) showed that coherence is rather improved by a small reduction 472 
in contrast because higher contrasts favor local motion processing over global motion 473 
integration. Thus, the attentional account would predict enhanced coherence perception 474 
for opposite motion because of reduced contrast, but we observed worse coherence 475 
perception. 476 
Our results relate to previous work showing enhanced processing of motion opposite to 477 
the direction of pursuit (Terao et al. 2015) and enhanced integration of motion signals 478 
during pursuit in contrast to fixation (Hafed and Krauzlis 2006; Terao et al. 2015). An 479 
important distinction is that these studies were aimed at studying perception in perfectly 480 
ambiguous situations. Terao et al. (2015) showed that observers tend to see motion 481 
opposite to pursuit in a counter-phase grating, where forward and backward 482 
interpretations are equally valid. Our paradigm measured the ability to extract coherent 483 
signals embedded in noise independently of this bias because we asked for vertical 484 
direction judgements. Hafed and Krauzlis (2006) used an ambiguous multiple-aperture 485 
stimulus, where observers viewed two static chevrons through a moving aperture 486 
(pursuit condition) or viewed two moving chevrons through a static aperture (fixation 487 
condition). Again, enhanced coherence was not attributed to increased discrimination 488 
performance but to perceptual priors. Under ambiguous conditions, the perceptual 489 
system may assume that the world is stable and attribute retinal motion to one’s own 490 
movements (Wexler et al. 2001). 491 
Reflexive ocular tracking 492 
In our experiments, oculomotor responses showed a striking, qualitatively different 493 
response pattern for global motion in the direction of pursuit compared to opposite to 494 
pursuit. At the highest stimulus coherence levels, ocular tracking responses to opposite-495 
direction global motion peaked higher than to same-direction global motion or fixation. 496 
These results are at odds with studies that have shown smaller reflexive responses to 497 
motion opposite to the pursuit eye movement, which led to the idea of a suppression of 498 
optokinesis during pursuit eye movements (Schwarz and Ilg 1999; Lindner et al. 2001; 499 
Lindner and Ilg 2006, 2010). Our results are also at odds with studies that have shown a 500 
symmetric response (Suehiro et al. 1999; Kodaka et al. 2004; Spering and Gegenfurtner 501 
2007; Miura et al. 2009). However, there is a critical difference between our and 502 
previous paradigms (aside from the use of higher background and target speeds in 503 
previous studies). We used a global motion stimulus in which each element moved, but 504 
in which the apertures did not change position relative to the target. In contrast, the 505 
background moved across space or was composed of a large grating in previous 506 
studies. This difference suggests that changes in motion direction (our paradigm) and 507 
position (previous paradigms) can have independent effects.  508 
Because the global motion had a small vertical component in Experiment 1, we were 509 
able to analyze vertical eye movements in the direction of global motion. This showed a 510 
correspondingly small but robust eye movement response during fixation and during 511 
pursuit for global motion in the same direction. This contrasted with eye movement 512 
responses to motion opposite to pursuit direction, where there was only a tendency to 513 
move the eyes opposite to the vertical component. The lack of a significant vertical 514 
component suggests that enhancement of eye movement responses to opposite global 515 
motion is specific to horizontal responses. 516 
Evidence from our control experiments indicates that ocular responses are not artifacts 517 
of the task requirements (top down control), since they were also observed when the 518 
global motion stimulus was to be ignored. Asymmetric responses were shown across a 519 
range of target velocities, ruling out response saturation as being responsible for the 520 
asymmetry. Furthermore, within this target velocity range other studies showed no 521 
saturation in responses to target (Churchland and Lisberger 2002) or background 522 
velocity perturbations (Lindner et al. 2001). Although similar asymmetries were 523 
observed across target speeds, the peak response was not always stronger for global 524 
motion opposite to pursuit. A further investigation would be needed to understand the 525 
effect of target and background velocity. It could be that background motion velocities 526 
close to the expected re-afferent signal are processed differently.  527 
Suggested mechanism 528 
We suggest that the asymmetry in motion integration we observed reflects a 529 
fundamental asymmetry in the processing of the retinal flow emanating from the target 530 
and from the stationary world during smooth pursuit eye movements. When pursuing an 531 
object with the eyes, the retinal motion emanating from the object and the retinal motion 532 
emanating from the static background have mostly opposite signs: the eye undershoots 533 
the target velocity, whereas the stationary background will always move on the retina 534 
opposite to and with the same speed as the eye. In laboratory tasks, the eye 535 
undershoots the target velocity by about 5%, resulting in a small residual retinal motion 536 
in the direction of object motion. The undershoot is even more pronounced during 537 
natural viewing, with frequent short bouts of pursuit never quite reaching a steady state 538 
(Hayhoe and Ballard 2005). 539 
The retinal flow asymmetry makes it possible for the visual system to integrate 540 
differentially re-afferent retinal motion (i.e., the retinal motion emanating from the 541 
stationary world) and object motion. In both cases, global motion needs to be extracted 542 
from ambiguous local motion so that both are subject to the aperture problem. However, 543 
motion is less ambiguous in the re-afferent motion direction because the global direction 544 
of motion can also be determined from extra-retinal signals about the eye movement 545 
direction. For this reason, it would be more efficient and indeed sufficient to sample 546 
motion over a smaller proportion of the field when motion is opposite to pursuit. 547 
However, a side effect of reduced sampling is that the ability to perceive coherent 548 
motion decreases.  549 
Performance in motion coherence tasks can be affected by internal noise, sampling and 550 
the segregation of signal and noise (Dakin et al. 2005). However, across development, 551 
improvements in coherence threshold can be attributed to increases in effective 552 
sampling rather than changes in internal noise (Manning et al. 2014). To account for the 553 
perceptual asymmetries, we assume that the motion system uses fewer samples to 554 
compute the global motion (either using IOC or HVA integration rules; Johnston and 555 
Scarfe 2013) opposite to pursuit compared to the global motion in the same direction as 556 
pursuit. The effect of having a relatively small sample will be less problematic for the 557 
global motion computation as coherence increases. Reduced sampling for motion 558 
opposite to pursuit can therefore also explain the linear increase in reflexive eye 559 
movement responses to global motion, but saturation with motion in the direction of 560 
pursuit. 561 
Remarkably, despite reduced sampling, the visuomotor gain of reflexive eye 562 
movements was found to be higher to global motion opposite to pursuit under most 563 
conditions. This novel finding may indicate the importance of amplifying re-afferent 564 
motion signals in eye movement control, in contrast to the idea that motion opposite to 565 
pursuit should be suppressed to avoid reflexive optokinetic responses. Image-based 566 
estimates of eye velocity may be important in signaling a mismatch between the 567 
intended motor plan and its execution (Haarmeier et al. 2001), justifying differential 568 
integration rather than their simple suppression. 569 
In conclusion, we uncovered a new asymmetry in motion computations during smooth 570 
pursuit eye movements characterized by an impaired ability to extract coherence in 571 
motion signals in the re-afferent direction. 572 
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 669   670 
Table 1. Experiment 2 peak responses to global motion as a function of signal 671 
coherence were fit with a Naka-Rushton function. Parameters and bootstrapped 672 
confidence intervals are shown. Rmax is the asymptote. S50 indicates the function half-673 




direction Rmax M [95% C.I.] S50 M [95% C.I.] n R
2 
Random same 0.53 deg/sec [0.15, 0.84] 0.61 [0.28, 1.00] 2.99 .90  opposite 1.81 deg/sec [1.02, 2.37] 0.90 [0.53, 1.00] 9 .87 Uniform same 0.10 deg/sec [0.00, 0.56] 0.72 [0.05, 1.00] 10 -.09  opposite 1.32 deg/sec [ 0.88, 2.04] 0.87 [0.72, 1.00] 10 .90  675 
Figure 1. (a) The aperture problem: when a rigid object (i.e., the wavy black shape) is 676 
seen moving through a small window (i.e., holes on a semitransparent screen), its local 677 
motion is ambiguous, due to the lack of 2-D features. The object global motion (red 678 
arrow), can be recovered by integrating local motion vectors orthogonal to the contours 679 
across space (blue). (b) Stimulus used to simulate rigid object motion behind multiple 680 
circular windows. Gabor elements were randomly oriented and could drift at speeds that 681 
were only compatible with one global motion direction. Dotted lines were not shown. (c) 682 
In velocity space, if the object motion is rigid, every motion vector length is determined 683 
by its orientation relative to the global motion direction, forming a circle. (d) Eye 684 
movement conditions. The observers either fixated a central dot or pursued it as it 685 
moved horizontally across the screen. The gratings drifted in the middle of the trajectory 686 
for 200 ms (cf. Figure 2a), but the envelopes of the Gabor patches always moved at the 687 
same velocity as the target. If tracking were perfect, retinal motion would be the same in 688 
fixation and pursuit conditions. 689 
 690 
Figure 2. Stimulation time-course in Experiment 1. (a) Horizontal target position (top) 691 
and velocity (middle and bottom lines) are shown superimposed on the global motion 692 
(colored) of the grating pattern that was displayed behind multiple windows or 693 
apertures. The gratings moved with the pursuit target (or remained static during fixation) 694 
except for a 200 ms-interval that is indicated by the dashed vertical lines. During this 695 
interval, the global motion speed of the gratings was ± 2 deg/sec relative to the target 696 
speed (5.72 deg/sec). The blurred window through which each grating was viewed 697 
always moved at the same speed as the target (cf. Movies 1-4, 698 
https://leicester.figshare.com/s/b74c1a82e90ca531ff3e). The colored lines refer to the velocity of 699 
the grating inside the window. (b) Unspeeded discrimination task. Gabor motion was 700 
either in the direction of pursuit (green) or opposite to it (red) and slightly upward or 701 
downward. At the end of the trial, observers reported whether they saw upward or 702 
downward global motion. (c) Composition of grating speeds to generate coherent global 703 
motion. Signal and noise velocity distribution are shown in velocity space. Signal 704 
gratings drift speed was compatible with either an upwards (+10°, saturated color) or 705 
downwards (-10°, unsaturated color) global motion component. The orientation of the 706 
global motion velocity vector relative to the horizontal is shown to scale. Observers 707 
discriminated vertical component direction at different levels of coherence (i.e., different 708 
amounts of signal relative to noise gratings). 709 
 710 
Figure 3. Experiment 1 perceptual results. (a) Example psychometric function from one 711 
individual, showing proportion correct responses in discriminating the vertical direction 712 
of global motion at different levels of coherence (signal to noise ratio). (b) Average 713 
thresholds and slopes (at threshold) of psychometric functions show impaired 714 
performance for global motion opposite to pursuit (red). Error bars indicate ± 1 s.e.m. 715 
(c) Individual suppression indices (pursuit condition performance relative to fixation) for 716 
coherence thresholds and the (d) psychometric function’s slopes. Error bars indicate 717 
bootstrapped 95% confidence intervals. 718 
 719 
Figure 4. Experiment 1 oculomotor results in the horizontal direction. (a) Horizontal 720 
velocity error (eye velocity minus target velocity) in an example individual, relative to the 721 
pursuit direction. The upper panel shows same (green) and opposite (red) global motion 722 
conditions. Positive values indicate that the eye overshoots the pursuit target velocity, 723 
negative values that it undershoots it. The lower panel shows the fixation condition 724 
(mustard). In that condition a positive value indicates an eye movement in the global 725 
motion direction. Responses are locked to global motion onset for signal coherence 726 
conditions of 1 (red, green or mustard) and 0 (gray), i.e. 100% and nominally 0% 727 
coherent signals. The gray area indicates the duration of global motion stimulation. (b) 728 
Group average using the same conventions as for panela. The peak velocity averaging 729 
interval is shown as a green and red line. (c) Average horizontal velocity error at peak 730 
for different coherence levels. (d) Horizontal peak response, i.e. maximal velocity error 731 
in the direction of global motion from which the response to 0 signal coherence is 732 
subtracted, as a function of coherence. The sign of the opposite condition responses 733 
was inverted for comparison. Lines represent the best fitting Naka-Rushton functions. 734 
Note a qualitatively similar response for same and fixation, with a reduced maximal 735 
response during fixation, but lack of saturation for opposite motion. Shaded areas 736 
around the mean (a, b) and error bars (c, d) indicate ± 1 s.e.m. 737 
 738 
Figure 5. Experiment 1 oculomotor results in the vertical direction. (a) Vertical velocity 739 
error in pursuit (upper panel) and fixation (lower panel) conditions. Positive values 740 
represent eye movements in the direction of global motion. (b) Vertical response relative 741 
to the 0% Coherence baseline. The averaging interval is based on the peak horizontal 742 
responses. graphical conventions are the same as in Figure 4b,d, except that we flipped 743 
the sign of vertical velocity errors in the downward condition for comparison. Thereby, 744 
positive values represent eye movements in the direction of the vertical component of 745 
global motion.  746 
 747 
Figure 6. Relation between perceptual performance and horizontal velocity error (VE) in 748 
Experiment 1. (a) Differences in perceptual thresholds between opposite and same 749 
conditions normalized by the fixation thresholds against horizontal VE difference in 750 
opposite and same conditions. Only 100% coherent trials were included. Eye 751 
movements were measured during the duration of the global motion change. Poorer 752 
performance in the opposite condition is not correlated with poor tracking. (b) No 753 
correlation was shown neither between differences in variance nor between differences 754 
in perceptual performance. Each dot represents an individual. Error bars represent 755 
confidence intervals. Vertical confidence intervals were bootstrapped. 756 
 757 
Figure 7. Horizontal eye movements in Exp. 2. Upper panels show the random 758 
orientation condition (a-b) and lower panels (c-d) show the uniform condition (vertically 759 
oriented gratings). (a-c) Horizontal velocity error locked to the onset of the global motion 760 
change. (b-d) Peak response as a function of coherence. Graphical conventions and 761 
analysis are the same as in Figure 4b,d. Data was low-pass filtered for display 762 
(Butterworth, 35Hz cutoff). 763 
 764 
Figure 8. Horizontal eye movements for different target velocities observed in 765 
Experiment 3, in response to the same global motion change (+/- 2 deg/sec) as in 766 
Experiments 1-2. Graphical conventions are the same as in Figure 4b,d. The three 767 
target velocities are shown by a horizontal gray line. (b) Horizontal velocity error 768 
showing the average for different target velocities by line width (narrower being slower). 769 
Data was low-pass filtered for display (Butterworth, 35Hz cutoff). 770 
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